California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo  
Academic Affairs  

General Education Governance Board Meeting  
Friday, February 23, 2018  

Location: Room 10-241  

Minutes  

Attendees: Jose Navarro, Brent Nuttall, Neal MacDougal, Helen Bailey, Emily Fogle, John Jasbinsek, Aaron Keen, Brenda Helmbrecht, Bruno Giberti, Mary Pedersen, Jesse Vestermark, Dustin Stegner, Brian Self, Cem Sunata, Melinda Weaver (minutes)  

Announcements  

EO 1110 Update: English has re-proposed first-year developmental writing courses to comply with the EO. Have to be on the books by next fall. GEB will be sent PDF versions for review.  

Area F/B7  

Board reviewed two proposed timelines.  

Compressed Timeline vs Longer Timeline  

The GEB met with Cem Sunata (Registrar), Brian Self (Chair of ASCC), and Dustin Stegner (Chair of the Academic Senate) to discuss the most effective timeline for moving the current Area F classes into a new Area B7 to comply with EO 1100. The GEB and guests discussed a compressed timeline, wherein current Area F courses would need to be re-proposed for the 2019-2021 catalog, and a longer timeline wherein current Area F courses will be moved en masse to a new GE B7 area and will need to be re-proposed for the 2021-2023 catalog. The GEB voted on the two timelines  

- Vote for which timeline  
  - Compressed = 0  
  - Longer = 6  
  - Abstention = 2  

Brenda will establish a subcommittee that will develop Area B7 outcomes that can be presented to GEB and to the Academic Senate in fall.  

The rest of the Board will work to create new Resolution. Work will continue into spring.